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Commonly, people will feel difficulty plus discomfort living in a similar bedroom for years. However,
this category of feel is reasonable since people have their limitation in enjoying same situation
constantly. The purpose is that they feel bored. And, the only thing which is able to diminish the
boring thing is different bedroom. The problem comes when you do not have more bedroom to
move. It is because you live in the middle of small apartment house with one bedroom only. So, you
should make-over your old room so that the bedroom be able to show more comfortable and
desirable feel than the previous one. Moreover, you should apply certain tip so that it is workable for
your old room for sure. The best is that you do not need to buy several new item.

Firstly, you must make over the room design. Simply, you can just move all properties out of the
room. And then, you can begin to place beautiful wall paper or wall paper mural on your wall. It's
better to select one wall paper which is matched with your old components. So, you don't need to
buy new things. After which, you are able to add some decorations on the wall like your photos,
hanging lamps or plastic flowers, painting, and soon. And you may also add beautiful curtain at your
window so that your bedroom looks more fashionable. After doing all, you can move the properties
back into your room. Of course, you should change the placement in a new idea. New view will give
new ambience of your room as well. Then, you are able to place the empty space on the floor with
warm and large rug with matched color for sure. The use of rug will create your room looking warm
and pleasant.

After redesigning the room design, you are able to pay your attention to your bed. It is important to
provide the best quality of bedding system. Firstly, you can use the best bed ever no matter how
costly it is. Of course, bed is an invaluable asset to have a really good sleep at night. And then, you
should not forget to use smooth and light bedspread. This idea is also workable for the bed cover,
sprei, blanket, and some others. You should also provide duvet so that you can make sure that your
sleep will be maintained well because of the warmth. After the quality, you can also match the
design of the bed according to the bedroom design. It's significant to make a unity between your
room design as well as your bed design. By using gorgeous and comfortable bedcover, for instance,
you will be able to help you overcoming any sleep disorders such as insomnia. And, you will
absolutely get fresh on the next day.
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